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Drinking at Home

Welcome to the April e-Newsletter
It was on 20th March 2020 that pubs and clubs were
instructed to close a few days ahead of the first lockdown.
At the time, few of us could have predicted that Covid
restrictions would still be in place more than one year
later. When I took over as Newsletter Editor after the AGM
last year I certainly wasn’t anticipating that more than half
of the issues would have to focus on us ‘drinking at home’
due to the pubs and clubs being shut.
We do now have a timetable for the planned easing of
restrictions over the next 3 months. This process will
hopefully start in just a few days’ time, from when we
should be able to resume visiting pubs and clubs,
providing that they have an outdoor drinking area. I am
certainly looking forward to my first pint at the pub, even if
I do have to enjoy it sat outside in the rain.

Next month I hope to be able to show the May
edition of the e-Newsletter being prepared in a
pub garden, with a freshly-pulled pint close to
hand…

It will probably be a few months before we can resume running branch social events, but this month
sees the Bromley CAMRA AGM being held for the first time as a ‘virtual event’ via Zoom. Have you
yet submitted your Pre-Registration? Registration closes on 3rd April.
Last month, 16th March to be precise, was CAMRA’s 50th birthday.
Sadly CAMRA’s birthday year is set to be another difficult one for pubs,
clubs, breweries and for everyone involved in the hospitality industry.
By necessity, CAMRA’s celebrations are also going to be less ambitious
than originally envisaged. Once the pubs and clubs do start to reopen,
as individual members we can all ‘do our bit’ and support them with our
custom. And maybe we should all raise a glass to CAMRA during our
first visit back to the pub or club?
Cheers!

Celebrating Fifty Years of CAMRA
Have you seen the website?
https://camra.org.uk/50-years/
Buy the book
“How people power has helped to preserve traditional British beer,
cider and perry. This is the tale of a swift half century of one of the
world’s most successful consumer organisations. Laura Hadland
tells the living history of one of the UK’s most colourful campaigns in
this absorbing new book.”

Members Price £14.00 (plus delivery)
from CAMRA Books
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Bob Keaveney, Editor

CAMRA Bromley Branch AGM, Saturday 10th April
Covid restrictions mean that the 2021 Branch AGM will have to be held as a ‘virtual’ meeting.
You would have read in the March e-Newsletter, and also by now received a Branch email, but this
is a reminder that your Branch Annual General Meeting will take place on Saturday 10th April at 3pm.
Please all sign in by 2.45pm to ensure a prompt start. This is an important date in our diary as we
review what has happened over the last year and set about
electing the Branch Committee to take us through the
forthcoming twelve months.
Our AGM in recent (normal) years has been held at the
Orpington Liberal Club, our multi award winning CAMRA
Club of the Year, where besides engaging in the riveting
AGM discourse, you were able to enjoy a well-kept pint to
keep your energy levels up and your attention focused.
However, as we are only too aware, the last 12 months has
been anything but normal. The Covid-19 pandemic has
imposed restrictions on us all, which has meant social
drinking and meeting in our clubs and pubs has been
effectively banned. So, for the first time, your AGM is to be
a virtual one and will be held using the Zoom Video
Conferencing app. Therefore, any member who wishes to
attend must do so using Zoom on a smartphone or computer
of some kind.

Orpington Liberal Club, the regular venue for the
Bromley Branch AGM since 2018

How to attend the AGM
Any member wanting to attend will have to complete a Registration Form, which is to be found at a
special AGM 2021 webpage on our branch website. Other information about the AGM will also be
found there. Only pre-registered members with a validated membership will be allowed to take part.
Registration will also enable you to download the AGM documents, such as the Agenda and other
related papers, and to vote on the day. Please note that registration closes on 3rd April.
By the time you are reading this, you should have already received an email, which explains in detail
how the AGM will be held and what you need to do to participate.
Your chance to get involved
Your Branch Officers are a team of enthusiastic volunteers. Like all such volunteer teams, we have
the perennial problem of securing sufficient volunteers to cover the day-to-day issues of running a
branch for the wider benefit of its members.
A list of the 2020 Branch Officers and
their positions was published in the June
2020 e-Newsletter and is viewable on the
Branch Newsletter webpage. Branch
positions include: Chair; Vice Chair(*);
Treasurer; Branch Secretary; Branch
Contact; Web Master; Pub Database
Officer;
Festival
Coordinator;
Membership Secretary; Social Secretary;
Social Media Coordinator; Pub Protection
Officer; Beer Scores Coordinator;
Members ready for the start of the Branch AGM in 2018
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Newsletter Editor; Public Affairs Officer; London Drinker Coordinator; Young Members Contact(*);
LocAle Officer(*); Women’s Representative(*); and Cider Representative(*).
We also have Area Representatives (Pub & Club Contacts) who are our branch 'eyes and ears’ on
the ground. Duties include feeding area news back to the monthly committee meetings, building
relationships with the pubs/clubs, and, in more normal times, delivering the London Drinker. The
positions are presently sorted by postcode and include BR1; BR2; BR3; BR4; BR5; BR6; BR7; SE20
/ SE19; and jointly Biggin Hill, Downe and Cudham.
A few of the Branch positions shown above are marked with an
asterisk (*). These are the positions for which we believe we
presently have no potential volunteers, but all members are
invited to put themselves forward for any of the roles listed. If
you are interested in any of these positions please get in touch.
You will need to submit a nomination form, duly proposed and
seconded by two CAMRA branch members, in good time for the
AGM. The link to the nomination form can be found on the AGM
2021 webpage. For further information on what a role involves,
please drop an email to our Branch Secretary.
AGM 2018, the Branch Chair giving his
Working as a Branch Officer is not onerous and only takes a few
report to the meeting
hours a month. You will be working with a friendly, dedicated
Pictured, from left: Stephen Osborn (Minute-Taker)
Geoff Strawbridge (Regional Director), Bob Keaveney
and committed team. We always work very closely as a
(Branch Chair, 2016-2019)
committee and share our knowledge and experience. So you
Photos by Orpington Liberal Club and others
will join a team of people who can give advice and assistance.
Previous skills in this area are not necessary, just a commitment to support the branch in our local
CAMRA activities.

I look forward to meeting many of you at the Zoom AGM, where I will be the virtual Chairman. I am
filled with a little trepidation, but also with some excitement at doing something completely different
to how our Branch AGMs have operated in the past. Join us if you can and enjoy a pint with your
virtual fellow members and the company of your video cam by your side!
Charles Tucker, Branch Chair (2020)

London Drinker, April / May 2021

The April/May edition of
London Drinker is now
available on line at:
https://londondrinker.camra.org
.uk/wordpress/
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Countdown to the reopening of pubs and clubs
The government has published the draft timetable for easing of the Covid restrictions, although, as
we are regularly reminded, these dates are all only provisional, with each to be confirmed nearer
the time. As far as pubs and clubs are concerned, the key dates are:






12th April. Pubs and clubs are able to
serve customers in outside spaces, but
the ‘rule of six’ will apply.
17th May. Pubs and clubs will be able to
serve customers inside; the ‘rule of six’
will apply indoors.
21st June. All legal limits on social
contact removed.

We had hoped to be able to bring you a list of
those pubs and clubs who will be welcoming back
customers on 12th April, however at the time
when this e-Newsletter was being prepared, the
Enjoying beers outside a Bromley pub in summer
situation was still unclear for many pubs and
2020, shortly after the end of the first lockdown
clubs. Therefore, rather than publishing a
potentially incomplete/inaccurate list, we have decided to not list any venues at this time.
However, the branch social media will be retweeting any tweets that we do receive from pubs/clubs
about their plans for reopening. twitter.com/CAMRAbromley/
Please share your ‘back to the pub’ photos
We can all support our pubs and clubs as customers once they have reopened, and many of us are
probably counting down to that day. However, there is something else that we could all do to promote
them, and to support their efforts to recover:


If you use social media, why not take a photo of your beer(s), and post it on Twitter, Facebook,
or whatever social media platform you use?



If you don’t do social media, but would still like to take part, you can send your photos to us
and we’ll try to use them, either on the branch social media and/or in the next e-Newsletter
o Please say which pub/club you are at, and what you are drinking
o Also say if you want your name to be used or not
o Email your photos to social.media@bromley.camra.org.uk

News from West Wickham
Kariss and Greg, who operate the Real Ale Way micropubs in Hayes and
Westerham, have submitted an application for Planning Permission to open a
new micropub in Station Rd, West Wickham, BR4.
The Council has not yet made a decision. For more information look for
Application No. 21/00642/FULL1 on the Bromley Council website.
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Beckenham Beer and Cider Festival 2021
Our Branch Festival Coordinator updates us about plans for our next Beckenham Beer & Cider
Festival

We were busy planning accordingly, but
unfortunately the disease has not recognised the
collective need of beer and cider lovers for enjoyable
social interaction. With the continuation of
government restrictions, possibly until autumn, it has
proved impossible for us to even start organising a
festival for this year. So, with a heavy heart your
committee have made the reluctant decision to
cancel the beer festival for 2021.
Any CAMRA beer festival that a branch decides to hold has to be run under CAMRA advice and
guidance. In this respect branches have been advised that it is still too early to resume any physical
events and that no expenditure or contracts should be committed. It should also be noted that
CAMRA, in spite of its more abundant central resources, has already cancelled the physical August
GBBF and decided to hold a virtual one instead.

Photo by Charles Tucker

Unlike for the national CAMRA beer festivals, we do
not have the capability as a branch to offer a virtual
festival option. There are also date restrictions as to
when our preferred location is available. The school’s
half term break in late October was considered as a
potential physical festival option, but at the moment
we have no clear indication of what we will be allowed
to do. Even with the vaccine success, social
distancing with limited attendance at events is likely
to be necessary for the foreseeable future as we will
need more physical space per customer than before.
Given all the above considerations, and due to the continuing uncertainty, the committee felt that we
had no option but to cancel the 2021 beer festival. Another deciding factor that influenced our
decision was the dire state of the hospitality industry as a whole due to
the lockdowns. The committee felt strongly that we should focus our
campaign energies on supporting local pubs and clubs when they are
open again, and not set ourselves up in competition by running a festival.
With the return to normal life in the latter part of this year, and moving on
into the following year, we plan to hold our festival once more in July 2022.
Meanwhile, please join us when our branch socials resume. We are
looking forward to supporting our local pubs and clubs, drinking local
beers and ciders, and enjoying the social and wellbeing benefits of pub
going.
Charles Tucker. Festival Coordinator
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Photo by Norman Warner

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic that has beset our nation for more than 12 months, you will be only
too aware that we sadly had to cancel the July 2020 Beer Festival. We did have hope that the
resulting social gathering restrictions imposed by the government would be eased as we moved into
2021 and that a July 2021 festival would be possible.

Drinking at Home
We might be counting down the days until the pubs and clubs reopen, but in the meantime we are
having to ‘make do’ by drinking at home, our Branch Chair even attended a ‘virtual’ beer festival in
March.

Photo by Wild Beer

Hopefully this will be the final issue of the e-Newsletter to be produced whilst the
pubs and clubs are closed. We’ve been very fortunate in Bromley that several
pubs, and at least one club, have been able to offer home delivery services; we
have featured some of them in previous issues of the e-Newsletter.
Some of us have also been enjoying some of the vast array of beers available in
cans and bottles, including beer styles that were unheard of a few years ago, such
as a ‘salted caramel & chocolate milk stout’ (4.7%); a can of which, sourced from
a Bromley pub, will be poured into the Editor’s glass later this evening.
So, hopefully for the final time, we look at beer being drunk at home; this month
we have a quick look at some beers being prepared for home delivery (or collection) at some of our
pubs, clubs and bars, meanwhile our Branch Chair sampled some beers at a virtual beer festival.
CAMRA 2021 Winter Beer Festival. 19 - 21 March
What do you do when you can’t get to ‘live’ beer festivals? Here’s what CAMRA said when I checked
out the website:
“JOIN THE GREAT BRITISH BEER FESTIVAL WINTER FROM THE
COMFORT OF YOUR HOME!
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, we are unable to host the Great British Beer
Festival Winter in Birmingham as planned. However, we still wanted to share
with you some of the very best beer, cider and perry the UK has to offer. Join
us for the Great British Beer Festival Winter at Home – an interactive,
immersive and on-demand virtual festival that you can enjoy where you want,
when you want. Included in the price of your ticket is a box of fantastic beers,
ciders or perries and a login code for access to a vast array of online content
including beer tastings, brewery tours, recipe ideas, industry Q&As, pub
history talks and so much more.”

Well, anyway, I signed up. It cost me £30 delivered for a box of 6 dark beers and a ticket for the
expert tasting session - called the ‘Highlights of Sheffield Beer Box and Tasting Session’. What with
the other online sessions, and money off various festival food selections, it doesn't seem bad value
for money. No travelling expenses or B&B costs either!






Ballast Porter. 4.4%. Stonehouse Brewery, Weston,
Shropshire. Smooth, velvety porter balanced with
Guatemalan coffee and vanilla.
Victorian Ruby Mild. 7.0%. Bottle conditioned. Ashover
Brewery, Chesterfield, Derbyshire. A traditional strong
mild brewed to a historic recipe. Brewed especially for
International Women’s Collaboration Brew Day to
promote the efforts of female brewers.
Wildcat Scottish Style. Deep Amber 5.1%. Cairngorm
Brewery, Scotland. A smooth, deep amber coloured beer
with a complex malt, fruit and hop flavour.
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Photos by Charles Tucker

These are descriptions of the beers from each brewer’s website:







Maggs Mild. 3.5%. West Berkshire Brewery,
Yattenden, Berks. A traditional rich, dark mild with big
hitting biscuit malt flavours, a light earth hop aroma and
a velvety smooth finish.
Stout Coffin Dark Ale. 4.6%. Church End Brewery,
Nuneaton, Warks. Black, chewy and creamy. A first
class example of what a stout should be.
Mild Concussion. 5.5%. Fixed Wheel Brewery,
Blackheath, W. Midlands. Our house mild brewed with
a plethora of specialty and high dried malts, big toffee
and caramel flavours on a light malt base, big fruity
finish, a beer with layers of flavour yet light and easy drinking, just watch your head with the
older style abv.

The above descriptions are all fine words, but the truth will always be in the tasting. I’m pleased to
report that all were very worthwhile and my favourite was the Ballast Porter – the brewer even put
up a recipe for me to emulate! The festival sessions over the three days were really interesting
and enjoyable. Hopefully, 'virtual' beer festivals will only be temporary and not the ‘new norm’.
With a bit of good fortune, real, live beer festivals will return by the autumn. Not mixing with other
beer lovers and getting ‘virtually’ imbibed on my own just isn’t the same thing!
Charles Tucker
Other beers at home
For much of the last 12 months, consuming real ale has involved ‘click & collect’ or deliveries and
drinking the beer at home, dispensed from plastic bottles or mini casks. Meanwhile, bar staff have
quickly become adept at filling bottles instead of glasses.

Clockwise from top left:

Orpington Liberal Club; One Inn The
Wood; BR3wery; Alma; Cockpit
Photos by Charles Tucker, One Inn The Wood,
Editor, Charles Tucker, Barry Phillips
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CAMRA News
The Branch Secretary runs through some of the (mostly) non-Covid national and regional news from
CAMRA.
Anyone noticed the co-incidental use of 12th April? Clue being ‘12’? No? Well normally the glorious
twelfth is associated with the opening of the grouse shooting season in August but NOT SO this
year! The glorious 12th April 2021 is FAR more important. Indeed, have you booked your outside
seat ready for a nice refreshing pint of cask ale – not the fizzy stuff out of the bottle we have been
surviving on of late (even if it is ‘bottle conditioned’) but proper cask beer. Can’t wait!
Now let us hope it all goes smoothly and we can then see a return of beer festivals in the not-toodistant future after, of course, we have resumed our patronage of our local establishments. CAMRA
has advised branches that there will not be one big ‘back to the pub’ day for the whole of the UK as
the rules vary between the nations. However, the Campaigns Team will organise national-level
communications to members, social media, and press activity in support.
But what of CAMRA – what has happened over the last month?
CAMRA 50th Anniversary
We had our birthday! Hopefully you have seen press coverage on this
– we were 50 on 16th March 2021 – that’s a lot of candles and yes, I did
have a pint of Best!
Of course, CAMRA will be celebrating the 50th anniversary throughout
2021, with a host of activity including the book ‘50 Years of CAMRA’;
awards for campaigners, pubs and breweries; virtual festivals;
commemorative merchandise; and a list of top 50 campaigning
successes. Follow this link to read more about this.

Podcasts
There is a new release in the podcast series ‘Pubs. Pints. People’. This new
podcast spotlights London as a Beer City, featuring Small Beer and Truman’s
Brewery.
There are currently 29 podcasts available, with a further seven to be released
during the next three months. See: https://camra.org.uk/podcast/
The Budget
Last month I asked you to look out for good news. Did we have any? Well, CAMRA responded
acknowledging that ongoing financial support was welcome, but also highlighting that the Budget
was a missed opportunity to lower beer duty to save our pubs. To me this is a ‘no brainer’ surely a
penny or two on cheap fizzy supermarket ‘beer’ would enable a decent reduction on beer duty for
pub and club derived beer and cider? Anyway, CAMRA’s National Chairman’s response may be
found via this link:
Women’s Day 2021
CAMRA celebrated International Women’s Day 2021 on 8th March with a spread of content from
inspirational women in the beer, cider and pubs industry. For this and, in particular Emma Inch’s
audio on ‘Diverse voices’ on the Learn and Discover platform, follow this link.
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Parliamentary debates
For 2 hours on Wednesday 24th March MPs debated the impact of Covid-19 on the hospitality
industry. Many MPs, from all parties and across the nations of the UK, took part in the debate and
spoke in favour of further support to help pubs, clubs and brewers recover from the effects of this
crisis.
In advance of the debate, the CAMRA Campaigns Team had been very busy behind the scene
including:




Sending a briefing directly to all MPs ahead of the debate covering national / UK-wide issues.
Working with the Communications Team to live tweet the debate from the @CAMRAOfficial
account
They will also be writing to all the MPs who made supportive contributions in the debate.

Follow this link to read a report on the debate and CAMRA National Chairman’s comments. The full
debate can be viewed in Hansard on line. (Health warning, for those that do not regularly read
Hansard, it can be a long, but often interesting read!)
Why Pubs Matter
So, the good news is that CAMRA is getting back to the pub – and we want everyone else to do the
same!




We are looking forward to supporting our local pubs and clubs,
drinking local beers and ciders, and enjoying the social and
wellbeing benefits of pub going.
Pubs (and clubs) matter – they are at the centre of communities,
and the best place to enjoy local beer and cider in a social,
community setting.

You may well be seeing a lot more on this. Pubs do matter and CAMRA has been promoting the
community strengths, fighting loneliness and support of local economies. For a brief summary, follow
this link.
Cider update
Crumbs – nothing about cider this month, not even a sniff of a scrumpy that is strong enough to take
the enamel off your teeth, you know the stuff! – There must be something important happening
shortly!
And Finally
Just to repeat, for us in sunny England:




Pubs and clubs are able to serve customers in outside spaces on 12th April. There will be no
curfew or substantial meal requirement, and the ‘rule of six’ will apply. All venues will be able
to resume takeaway alcohol sales at this point.
Pubs and clubs will be able to serve customers inside from 17th May, and the ‘rule of six’ will
apply to groups indoors.

Is your local going to be able to open this April, or perhaps not until May? If April, let’s hope for good
weather – either that or I will buy shares in umbrella and welly boot manufacturers.
Enjoy that pint!
Kent Sadler. Branch Secretary
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The April Quiz
Quizmaster Martin Gee has set this month’s quiz all about Art and Literature.
1)

Which detective died in Agatha Christie’s novel ‘Curtain’?

2)

Which English born writer wrote ‘The American Way of Death’?

3)

Who wrote ‘Le Morte d’Arthur’?

4)

In the Old Testament, which prophet was carried up to heaven in a fiery chariot?

5)

Which poet and dramatist wrote ‘The Waste Land’ and ‘The Cocktail Party’?

6)

What is the meaning of the musical term ‘Cantabile’?

7)

Which British soldier and author wrote ‘The Seven Pillars of Wisdom’?

8)

In J. M. Barrie’s ‘Peter Pan’, what is the surname of Wendy, Michael and John?

9)

According to Peter Pan, what happens every time a child says “I don’t believe in fairies”?

10)

What was the nationality of composer Franz Schubert?

I hope you all have a very Happy Easter, and that you soon get to sample your favourite beers again
“Ale Fresco”!
Martin Gee

Have you registered yet for the
Bromley Branch AGM?
Saturday 10th April 2021 at 3.00pm
To attend the AGM you will need to Pre-Register using the form via the link on
the branch website

More information about the 2021 AGM is available on the Branch website
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Contacting Bromley CAMRA




Website:
Twitter:
Facebook:

bromley.camra.org.uk/
twitter.com/CAMRAbromley/
facebook.com/bromleycamra/

General enquiries about the branch should be sent to: branch.contact@bromley.camra.org.uk
All officers of the branch can be contacted direct by email, full details can be found on the branch
website: https://bromley.camra.org.uk/about-us/contact-us/

The next issue of the Newsletter will be published on 1st May 2021
You can contact the editor by email: newsletter.editor@bromley.camra.org.uk.
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of their individual authors and are not
necessarily endorsed by the editor or CAMRA.
© 2021 Bromley CAMRA

Answers to this month’s quiz
1) Hercule Poirot; 2) Jessica Mitford; 3) Thomas Malory; 4) Elijah; 5) T.S. Eliot;
6) In a singing style; 7) T. E. Lawrence; 8) Darling; 9) A fairy drops down dead; 10) Austrian
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